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ABSTRACT
this booklet was developed to help teachers evaluate

student courses. It is not intended to provide the dasis for a total
evaluation, but as a "quick and easy" method to describe the basis of
awarding student grades; identify ways in which to evaluate the -

effectiveness of a course of study; analyze the cognitive levels of
test items; list the real goals of the course; and to prepare a plan

sfor improving the instructional program. Two supplementary chapters
deal with types of tests and assigning,. grades and planning final
exams. (Author /ML)
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One of the effective ways of evaluating a course of study is to
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CHAPTER J. HOW TO USE THE BOOKLET

l hi +.,olstst: is organised in the sequence in which kt
he used. It is an u, hot, orietlted botAlet I! is iill.end,+i1 to provide
the basis for evaluating your program. ar:d-not for z.-aspal reading.

Bvtore begin mug to use t boo; let. You should s..lect
nhi tot a mid term .4 a examination that vc.0 are
Using In von; ind ivsA. vt the Itrallr/OtaYt ed. ies th.lt
vou has e Alert thYsA. matew 's before you begin to read
Chapter II.

. I hen. as \ ,(t read. tol;ow the instructions for each step (Int
is suggested In t1-1.: b.5oklet. If you pc lorm ach task in the se-
quunc. In which VI will find that r sequkenc%imilses
sense 1:,:less IL w the you may fail :o achieve the 011- .

fectivo. the bo,,h1c

OBJECTIVES

After usir. this bookict. You will be able -.0
I 'Describe ill,- basis for awarding .,t udent grades:

2 Identify ways in which you are .valuating the effective-
ot a course of study:

Aualy7e the cognitive levels of test items:

4. List the "real.' goals of the course: an
5 Prepare a plan for improving the instructional, program.

STOP! DO YOU HAVE YOUR TESTS?
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CHAPTER IL THE. PRESENT SYSTEM OF EVALUATION

Many years ago, a famous philosopher said, "There is no-
thing new under_ e sun: This is particularly true for the evalu-
ation process. There may be different combinations of evaluation
techniques used in the process, but the basic principles have been
the same for many years.

Most evaluation is centered around: a) quizzes' and tests:
b oral responses. including recitations and oral reports: c writ-
ten responses. such asihomework, workbooks, term papers, reports
of literature research, and reports of experime.ntal research: and
dl demonstration of performance skills. Most student grades are
calculated from a blend of two or more of these techniques.

Many aspects of present e4aluation systems are valid and
worthwhile. But this is not to say that there is no 'room for im-
provement. The first step in finding out the effectiveness of the
present evaluation .system is to summarize it for careful analysis.
Until this is done you cannot evaluate its effectiveness....

If a student asks a teacher,' "How do- you- figure my grade?"
most teachers can provide a ready answer. Here arc three possible
replies that represent. some common practics.

1. Averaging all the tests and quizzes. 100%

2. Class quizzes. . 40%
Mid-term and final 30
Homework 10
Irerm paper I si 20

Total 100%
3: Class quizzes 30%

Mid-term and final 30
Laboratory work 20
Library research paper .. 10
Class attendance . 10

Total 100%

It would not be difficult to find flaws in each method.
Is the first method fair to- the hard working student who
does poorly on tests? Should evaluation be all that mechanical, or
shou:d the teacher's judgmtnt be involved? Is it fair to. include
part of the grade for homework, when so much is "borrowed"

3



from other students? Should a student be penalized for being ab-
sent. as long as he can keep his work done? Is there undue empha-
sis on the mid-term and the final? These questions must, 1e
answered by each teacher individually. The answers may vary.
depending upon school policies and goals, the type of course being
evaluated, and the type of student taking the course.

It may be desirable t define clearly what is meant by the
terms tests and evaluation. In his booklet these terms will be
used interchangeably, to denote 11 behavior. written, oral, or 'per-
formance. that is used to determine' what the student knows, or
how rell the coiirse is 'operating.

It is important to remember that there is n9 way for a teacher
to find out what a student knows or can do without some overt
behavior on the student's part. Unless the student says. writes, or
do es something that the teacher can use as a basis for evaluation.
there is no way,of finding out anyhing about.thestudent..Mind.
reading and osmosis are not valid techniques for evaluating others.

What is the basis for your evaluation system? Complete the
following chart to show how you evaluate the quality of the
course of instruction. the performance of the student, and pro-
vide Olt: basis for student grades. If you do not evaluate all of these
things. you should realize that you don't. and be willing to ex-
plain why you don't think the evaluation is necessary.

Use a check mark in columns A anti B of the chart to show
the items you evaluate. In Column C. related to providing the
student with a grade. show the percentage of the final grade that
is derived from each of the items used., You may check each column
for an item, if it applies.

Column A deals with the extent to which you use the type
of item to evaluate teaching effectiveness. Column 13 identifies the
items thatyou use to evaluate what the student has learned. It
asks the-.question, "Does this item measure'the student's progress?"
COlumn C deals only with the basis for proViding the student with
a 'grade for the course. Do not include in this column any reason
for evaluating the student other than w p?ovide-him with a grade.

. If other purposes of she item under consideration are not in
cluded in Coluynns A. B. or C, desCribe the use of the item in the
last column, labelled Other Purposes. If you use the methods of
evaluation not included in this chart, list them in the last item
spaces.



CHART I. A SUMMARY. OF THE EVALUATION
__ PROCESS-

Purpose of ,the Item

Type of Item

I,

2 11g,Ig_
0 c E,

pdi

B

2

4

..: I

i .4itae

e..
..Al

Other Purposes (List)

,

Class Quizzes I

Announced Tests

Standardized Tests

Oral Reports

Written Reports

A -demonstration of
performance skills

- *IP

Class Assignments
.

Class Attendance

Other: (List)

' -
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CHAPTER III. EVALUATING THE SYSTEM.
So far in the booklet the attention has-been giyen to the eval-

uation of the student. Flow can th,, information about the student
help you -to evaluate the instructional system? One criticism of
many current learning .ststems is that they overemphasize the
student's ability to memorize and recall information. Perhaps an
analysis of the extent to which your course does will make
a good place ..o-begin to evaluate

/
the program.

Someyears ago. Benjamin Bloom -and others attempted to .

classify the cognitive levels of the learning procelis. Theyolisted
six cognitive leVek:

6



1.00 KNOWLEDGE
1

. . . .

Recall of inforMatis 'emahasizea in this category.
The lo,ktr sub-levels include giving 'definitions and _recalling'fspecific facts. Higher sub - levels include classification,;..ond

, .knowledge of principles...and theories.

I

2.00 COMPREHENSION .
This includes the ability to translate (longulges), to in-

terpret, or exlain in your own wards, and to extrapolate, or
to extend trends or tendencies.

3.00 APPLICATION

Thii includes application of ki1owledge to specific situa-
tions.

4.00 ANALYSIS -
This involves the breakdown of an idea into its consti-

tuent parts.

5.00 SYNTH6IS

This °involves putting-together parts of an itiea.

6.00 EVALUATION

This includes exercising independent judgment to evalu-
ate infOrmation in terms of both internal and ext'ernal cri-
teria.

A careful analysis _of these six categories shows one very itn27,
portant fact - - when/an- individual works at i higher cognitive
level. he demonstrates his ability to work at the lower levels. For
example before a person can make an application of a principle. he
must have a knowledge of the principle. Before an individual can

of

ideas into a.term paper. he must have a good command
of a wide-number of facts. and be able to analyze ideas into their .

constituent parts. As a consequence. evaluation of the higher cog-
nitive levels of learning includes a corresponding evaluation of
many, if not all, of the lower cognitive levels.

7
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DETERMINING cocNapie LEVELS
- ,

. wit. Ii is relatively simple to determine 'the ,cognitive levels of g
. . . your eluation program. Review the bagis for grading students.

,' v..as-you have showed it on page 5. it is immediately apparent that-
-- ciral,,and written reprts will be-e0he Weis of analysis and syn-

- thesis of information, and.rperhargi at the level of evaluation by,
nsing.independent judgment. PerfOrmance skills are primarily psy-

..cliomotor- gut involve. cognitive levels as higeas application. 'It
''-'r'! evident that class quizzes, tests. and class assignments need to

blt-evajuaiidsjin detail. Class attendance is not cognitive. so it is
not-i4alid,methoil of evaluating cognitive goals.

"T she £eiilgwing steps ;nay help you to use the chart on the
following Page M .yoUi-e.lassificatIorro cognitive levels:

1. .$ ;
Step 1." lidtntificaiion...of ree.all !questions.

.,

Review a typical 'sample of 'the tests you give, and determine -
the .percentage of edit assigned to recall 'tem\ Record this in
column 1 of the chart. , -v. .. .

'

Step 2. Comprehension hen*
... .4 i. ,

Repeat this process. idintitying the Comprehension items. .
These are. frequently found in foreign languagetests, and In ques-

- tion's that ask the student to state an idea in ha own words. Record
the per .cent of these in column 2. .-

.
. 4 1).

t,t.ep.3. Application Items. .t ;'
.P.

)Repeat the process. idepiifying application items: 'These are
frequently foundLin probleins and probleriv.questions, in mAthe-
matics. .ind in physics. Record the per cent of these .in colunin 3.

Step 4. Remaining, Items. :-
2 1Study the questions that have not been . °classified. and identify

. 'the cognitive level at which they are..written. Record the per cent
of these-in:columns 4. 5. and 6.

;Step 5. Homework and -Laboratory Assignments:
. Analyie the homework and laboratory assignments. to de-

termine their cognitive levels. Remember that any item that was
, specifically taught in class makes it a recall item, at the 1.00 level,

regardless-tf the apparent level of the item.
'The final step is to '§Ummarize your results.' Use the chart

to help you do 'this.

8
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'CHART 11:: ,A\SUMMARY OF COGNITIVE LEVELS .

OF EVALUATION AIMS

7Appro.imate
re per cent of item of

each cognitive level
.

Type of Item 1 2 3 4 5 5

/ .

/Cannot be classified-
/

I

Class Quizzes '
i..

---

Announced Tests

Class Ascignments

.

r

Standardized Tests . .

Oral Reports'
_

Written Reports
/

.

Other: (list)
.

cs

.

.

. . _

.

.
.

P.



ANALYSIS OF46ATA --
It is preiable that your, data are not suitable for statistical

treatment. but an in1;ection of the relative amount of emphasis on
the various Cognitive levels should give you some idea of whether
or not you should be satisfied with the emphasis that you have
given to Gie various types of items

EVALUATING SKILL IMPROVEMENT

The best way of evaluating a skill is to ask'the students to
demonstrate their ability to perform a task that requires the-use of
the skill. If the students can per,fowi the task satisfactorily. it
should be accepted as evidence that they have, mastered the skill.

MEASURING AFFECTIVE GOALS \
lidutators often avoid trying evaluate students' attitudes

and interests in the course - the affec6ve goals. At the same time.
aversion to school and to learning has 1:4:en developing in students.
at an alarming rate. In addition to providing students-with grades:
an evaluation of the course should examine:the students' attitudes
and interests. and the effectiveness. of the instructional program.
The quality of a course is unlikely to improve as long as the lack
of interest and attention is7blamed on the student: Regardless of
the efficiency of the learning system. if the sttident learns to hate
to study. the entire pur ose of the learning system is largely ne-
gated. The affective main should be given careful. serious atten-
tion.

Affective components are essential in all Learning. The lowest
level of the affective the level of awarness - - is essential before
any learning can occur. The nett -higher level - - willingness to re-
ceive - - is necessary if learning is to continue. Evaluation
possible without the next affective level-- --thewillingness. to.-
resp9nd, Until the student gives some overt response. the teacher
has no way of knowing. whether or not learning _has occurred. It
is not necessary to measure the achievement of affective goals at
these levels, because they must be present beforeany-learning can be
evaluated.

_The higher-affective levels the development of values and
. value systems is where attention is needed. In a thorough study
of affective goals. it has been found that:

1. Often. you cannot- measufeaTfectiVe goals directly; by
_.cuing-checklisti'and attitude scales. Students have been conditioned

to tell the teacher "what he wants to hear" 'or so many years

10



that the student_often will answer what he thinks is wanted, and
not tell how he really feels.

.

2. Results of affective measures is an indication of the qual-
ity of the course. rather than providing the bails for grading the
student. The stadent may have learned a lot of information, but
he may have learned to hate the course and the instructor at the
same time.

3. Students are not averse to hard work if they,are
interested. Some of the higher rated courses and teachers are the
ones that required the most effort in the classroom.

It is beyond the scope of this booklet to tell you how to
evaluate affective goals. Question 8 to 10 on the check list on
page 14 will give you some idea of the extent to which you are
using affective goals in your evaluation. If y6'ti are interested
inrAeirrning more about affective goals. the following references
may be helpful:

Eiss. A. F.. and Harbeck. M. B.. Behavioral Objectives in
the Affective Domain. Washington: The National Science Teach-

_ers Association, 1969.

Mager, Robert F., Developing Attitude Toward Learning,
Palo Alto: Fearon Press, 1968.

IDENTIFYING GOALS

You are now ready to identify the "real" goals of your
course. Time are to be_ distinguished from the-.1ist of goals that
may, or may not lie in the offiie file. The real goals of your
course are to be derived from the analysis of your evaluation pro-

: gram. the way you grade your students. and the amount of time
that you spend on various items in the course.

11



Refer-to your-artatysiy--rf-evaluation procedures that-you -did
eailier in the charter. What per cent of emphasis do you place on
each of the following goals?

per cent of
emphasis

1. The student will recall items of specific
erialked.

2. The student. will demonstrate skill in per-
forming assigned- tasks:

3. he student will demonstrate his comprehen-
sion of the subject by translating, interpreting, and/or
extrapolating information.

. 4. The student will demonstrate his ability to
apply specific information in new situations.

5. The student will demonstrate his ability to
analyze ideas, and synthesize them in a new context.

6. The student will demonstrate his ability to
exercise independent judgment on the consistency and
reliability of various items of information and
information sources.

7. The student will demonstrate his interest
and, enthusiasm for the sub.;zct.

8. The student demonstrates his sense of values
and possesses a sound value system.

o

9. Other goals: (State)

12



------ANALyzit4GRESULTS

. Every course will not necessarily include each of these goals.
For example. a course in typing or shorthand might plate major
emphasis on goal no. 2. A course in introductory mathematics
might emphasize goal no. 4. And a course in French I might place
considerable emphasis on goal no. 3. Goal no. 7 is very important.
and should be given considerable emphasis. Perhaps goal no. 8, re,
fated to values, will not receive major attention, but it is very
important.

If the analysis of your .evaluation program shows a great
amount of emphasis on goal no. 1. perhaps you should .plan to
work for some higher cognitive levels-of learning. If your course
does not place adequate emphasis on affective goals. you should
consider the need for; giving attention to this important aspect of
learning.

SUMMARY CHECK tIST

The questions that follow may point out some of the ways
in which you may improve your course. Check in the proper col-
umn the extent to which your course meets the following criteria:
2 excellent. 1 satisfactory, 0 needs improvement.

A. PHILOSOPHY AND GOALS

DoesTthe -evtatuation-progrartr
,goals -of the course!

Do the goals derived from the analysis 'of the
evaluation program correspond to the stated goals.
for the course?

,

3. Are the students informed of the goals and ob-
jectives-ottbe course at the beginning ofift147
.0%

4. Is there a fair balance in the grading system amon;
the various modes of evaluation?

5. Do the students know at the beginning of the'
course what the basis for evaluation will be?

13



COGNITIVE LEVELS)

6. Is there reasonabe emphasis on achieving higher
4

LI)
cognitive goals?

7. During the course, is there progress in raising the
cognitive levels of learning?

C.AffECTI-VE-GOALS-

8. Is there adequate emphasis on evaluating the
achievement of affective goals?

9. Does the emphasis on affective goals provide a
basis for evaluating the effectiveness of instruc-
tion, rather than determining the student's grade?

10. At the completion of the course, is each student
asked to give a written evaluation of its effective-
ness. and make suggestiOns for improving it?

D. SKILL DEVELOPMENT

I. Does the student know precisely what skills and
what level of skill development is expected of
him?

12. Is there a thorough evaluation of skill proficiency?

E. COURSE EVAWATION

13. Does each student have frequent opportunity to,
provide feedback on ways of improving the
course?

14. Are these suggestions welcomed and carefully an
alyzed by the instructor?

5,- If the-studoits-are-sereefted-before-entering-t Ale
course, is there a high level of achievement?

16. If the students are not screened, is provision made
for tutoring those who need extra help?

17. Does the instructor spend at least 75 per cent of
his time helping students and answering ques-
tions?

1 4
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CHAPTER IV. LOOKING AHEAD

How did you "make out" in the check list' Did you get a
score of 20 or more? Good for you! Did your score approach 30?
If it did, you are either a most excellent teacher, or are prone to
wishful thinking.

How many zero scores did you have' _Maybe this. will show ---
you a good place to begin. Select the item or items you think are
most important. and begin making plans to them. When
you begin making plans-for imProvement. the following ideas
may be helpful.

I'. ACHIEVING GOALS

a. There is a need 1or clearly defined goals and objectives.
If any are missing. they may need to be written for your own and
student use. --

b.. There is a need for evaluating all the goals of your course.
especially in the affective domain and at the higher cognitive levels
at which you expect the students to achieve. Students find it im-
possible to raise the cognitive level of their thinking_without_help-

c. Each studenThas a right to know the objectives and goals
of the course at the beginning of study. The failure to P\rcivide this
information may account for manrstydent failures.

2. IMPROVING COGNITIVE MEASUREMENT

a. You may need to . practice writing test items to measure
higher cognitive goals of learning.

b. You may need to ptactice writing test items to measure
goals and objectives that were not evaluated.

c. You may need. to reexamine the leels of achievement that
you expect of the students/ to see if they are realistic, and consistent.

= ou may neecifci deyelop-a-better working system for giv-
ing student grades..

1
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3. IMPROVING AFFECTIVE MEASUREMENT

may need to give some careful thought and effort towards
developing methods of evaluating affective goals.

'4. RE-STATING GOALS

uu Ma) 111 ti,.it j.vur- zrttcmrntS- -of bush, and oljRttsns
arc "fuzzy- and unclear. You may wish to sharpen them up by

--giving more emphasis to ways in which yOu will eValuate out-_ .
comes.

5. PLANNING FOR CONTINUING CHANGE

a. You may find a need for developing better methods of
diagnosing students' weaknesses, and assisting them to overcome
gaps in their knowledge. On the other hand, it is a waste of time
tO try to teach students What they already know.

You will definitely need to make lonCiange plans for
keeping your`course up to date. avoiding the, accretion of useless
information wheri new ideas arc brought into the course.

CONCLUSION

No.v. what's next After completing all this analysis, what
is guing_to.happen-.? U your-am-wet. is 7 "Business-as usual-,7--thref
fort spent in producing and working with this booklet has been
wasted.

Choose 'several of the areas that need improvement, rand _rank
them -in -the order.in which they should be attacked. Set up-an in-
formal plan for dealing with these problems. Be sure that the plan
includes opportunities for students to evaluate the program, as well
as helping to plan for improvement. A'prograrrrof tontinuing.eval-
u at lOri of the course is P cup n t it_has_44aght_4Is_ .that organ
isms and systems that fail to 'adapt. will eventually become
extinct. It 'would be unfortunate if this should happen to educa-
tion. A thoroughly planned. continuing program of evaluation and
improvement is the best way of guaranteeing that this will_not

. happen.

Beftire-rott-begin making plans Tor change, you may wish to
read the next chapters. which tellyou more about tests and testing.
IT you. are ready to begin work. don't hesitate to skip the rest of
the booklet. The important 'thing is to plan changes that will im-
prore the learning system.

16



SUPPLEMENT
CHAPTER V. TYPES OF TESTS,

When tests were first used in'schools, the teacher usually had
some absolute standard of achievement in mind. Often, the student
had no idea of what this standard wai.-aWd frequently the teacher
would hive found it difficult to tell him. But the absolute. -100 per
cent idea was there. and each student Was measured on the degree
to which he could achieve this goal of excellence.

For the lase generation or more. a-different viewpoint- of
grading has come into prominence. Frequently. test results are now
used -as-a-basis _for comparing one student's achievement with that
of the,,other students. This is more properly called ranking the
'students, and student rank has become a very important item for
each individual. It is fairly easy to rank small classes and groups.
But with larger groups a problem arises. Is'there a measurable dif-
ference between one student with a year's average of 83.26 per cent.
end another with an average of 83.27 per cent? The procedure is
-not-sensitive enough to rank large numbers of students, but merely
to crparMP them_into--groups, -The-g-roups-ran-be-identified-reasen-
ably well, even though the students form a continuum, and not
distinct groups! Often these groups. are called A. B. C.6.. and F._

This has created another problem. Any group of studenti. no,
,matter how intelligent or how dull, can be classified arbitrarily
into these five divisions. The letters indicate where each student
stands in-relation ti-3-otheis in the group, and bears little or no pe-
lation,ship-te-how-muels-the-Itudent--knows-cir-has-learned: This
is the quandary in which many school systems now find them-
selves.

The process of ranking creates another serious problem. As
long as srndPnts are not specially sul.tted or classified. they usually,
fit reasonably well into these categories. In the past, those who
continually found themselves in the F group soon "got the mes-
sage," and dropped out, while the others continued with further
learning. Some of tile C group dropped out, some continued to_
obtainzno,e- educatigp, and others became successful financiers.

; a7



The world and society have changed. but the curriculum
hasn't. The "academic" secondary school c toArses...konsist....of tradi-
tional *content that parallels closely what was being taught in
1890. As enrollment pressures increased. many, schools and col-..

--leges-betante-more -selective-in-their admissions policies. Registrars
beganto require College Boards. and raised the "cut-off point" for
admission higher and higher. so that many if not most, potential

;F students were eliminatect before they were admitted. 0'

Then what happened? "School standards" were raised, so
that there were as many F students as there were before. In many
schools, student competition has become so keen in recent
years that an increasing number of students are no longer willing
to participaq in the so-called "rat race." and refuse to play the
game. Schools that are less selective in their admission policies ac-
cept a greater number of less "qualified" students. These schools
are forced either to "flunk out" large numbers of students., or
lower their ''academic standards." As a result, they are frequently
considered second-class schools. although they may be doing a
more effective educational job than the "big name" schools and
universities.

This warped viewpoint has gone to the extreme that some.
teachers brag about _how good- their courses are if they flunk half
or two-thirds of their students. instead of recognizing this result !
as an indication of the inefficiency of their teaching. On the other
hand, the supervisors in some schools, and colleges have been
known to criticize a good teacher by insisting that too many of
his carefully pre-selected students have been learning too well, as
shown by too- many high grades for the students. It is unfortunate
tharyi-many-propte-in-positions-of-authority know so little about
education that they create'such impossible situations foi others. An
evaluation of the learning systems, including the goals and phi-
losophy-of-the-iiistitutionT-will point-to some possible s) ultons.
and may bring some common sense into the educatiOnal process.

There is no evidence thaz the learning of a carefully selected
and well taught .group of students should fall along a normal
curve. But there is a Rreat jlea1,201evidentethat_911pee..cent-of-these
students cat achieve-phi goals of the piogram at the 90 per cent
level, if the goals are clearly stated, and the instructional program

1-8



is well planned. Schools at ill levels will have to face the reality
that the failure of a group of carefully selected students to leant
is an indication of the ineffectiveness of the system. and not the
fault of the students.

STANDARDIZED TESTS

Standardied tests have been a "way of life" for students for
several generations_For _many years. standardied tests have been
accepted "on faith." and their results were used in making im-
portant decisions affecting the future Of many individuals. But
during the List two or more decades. standardized tests have been
more critically examined, with some rather alarming results.

The -one thing that a standardized test does is to compare
one group of students with other groups. Standardized tests are
frequently used to compare how th3roughly common items of
course content are taught in various sections of the country and
in variout' schools. Such tests are produced by surveying courses
in various parts of the country to find, what is included, atict then
constructing 1 test to evaluate how .well the students have learned
this information. In some cases, the teachers may be teaching out-

_dated information, or incorrect ideas, but that doesn't matter, as
long as they -are all teaching the same things. The test may meas-
ure the student's ability to "parrot back" trite expressions. and
penalize the student who is original or thinks critically: but that
is all right, as long as that is the way the teachers.'it-Clifthint
and these are th, goals of the educational systems. .

-But when a standardized ten. is used to judge the ability of
a particular individual, we are confronted with a serious problem.
Individuals are different, and they don't fit a single pattern. Any
statistician can tell you that it is impossible to deal with one indi-
vidual_on a statistical basis. You can deal with a-group of indivi-
dualSstatistically, but one individual, or a single event, is unique.
Statistical treatment cannot be used unless there is a poPulation or
a group bf events to study.

For examPle, a study of the I.Q.'s of the 3500_ individuals who
received a PhDTTn195, showed that the Medi'an I.Q. of the group
wai about BO) This can provide the basis for saying that most
iudivicluals with an I.Q. of 130 or more might make good PhD.

4
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-canclidates_But it doesnot provide the basis for saying that an
individual with an-170.OT-11-0;- even--400 -cannot _successfull y
obtain a PbD. degree. 'In . fact. three of the individuals who

..tained their PhD. in 1957 had an I.Q. below 80. as measured
by the stanadrdized tests that were used.. Three per cent. or three
in every hundred had an I.Q. that measured below roo. It's obvi-
ous that the I.Q. as measured on standardized tests may be useful
ih dealing with a large group statistically, but it is not a valid-%
measure of the potential of a single individual.,

Standardized tests shoed be used only after a careful analysis
shows that they are measuringthe goals for which you are work-

/
i,ng. If a test maker refuses t9 submit his test for analysis. it should
be rejected for that reason; If you can't tell what the test measures,
of what use is it What is the value of ranking students if you..
don't know the basis on which they are naked? Frequently, a
comparison of an analysis of what a test measures and what the
publisher claims that it measures will give ample reason, to insist
on a personal analysis of each test before it is used.

Some tests are prepared so that the answers to many questions
can be .selected by eliminating obviously incorrect answers, and
making intelligent guesses among the remaining answers. Many
tests measure thl student's reading ability. as much as his knowl-
edge of the subject that is being tested. Some tests measure cul-
tural -patterns. For example. asking a southern student to discrim-
inate between snowshoes and a sled mad not measure his vocabw-
lary any better than to ask .a northern student to discriminate be-.
tween corn dogs and hush puppies: As another example, the Cot-
lege .Boards may be effective for predicting the success of, students
to succeed in colleges X and Y. whose goals require students to
perforin the types of things measured by the test, _while the same'
test may be useless, or even negative in its effectiveness in predict-
ing student success in colleges A and B, which ere established for
different goals.'
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CHAPTER VI. ASSIGNING-GRADES AND
PLANNING FINAL EXAMS

_._ In dealing with student achievement, there is a/definite trend
awayfrom u-jing -standardized tests and the normal curve, and
towards a return to the absOlutes-tindards of achievement that
have been used by many schools all along. When absoTtite:-stan.-
dards are used. the teacher is: commended for having a class with
high scores. and no failures. It is true that new names may give
the imprestion that new techniques arc being used. A test designed
to measure what a-student knows based on an absolute standard
is now called a criterion test, to distinguish it from a normatic'e
te.s which is scored- on the normal curve. But the criterion test is
really the old idea -3f an absolute standardunder another narne.

When planning the learning envii-onment, it is necessary to
remember that students vary givatly in the amount of time that
they need to learn a given amount of content or .a given- skill. As

. long as time is held constant. the Amount learned will tend to fall
along a normal curve. Some students will finish ahead of the
others. While others never finish. Because the time factor is critical

. for many students-. the teacher and the students must make many
important decisions about the relative importance of what is to be
learned, so that the student who requires more time to learn will

° bedirecticidn-tolearning...the things that Will be the most iinport-
ant for him.-

GRADING STUDENTS

But let's not throw. out the baby .with the bath, but look at
Ways in'which grades can be used legitirriately and effectively. In
many-schools, the primarye, purpose of evaluation r to provide
grades for the students. Regardless of whether a _ teacher thinks
grades are essential, useful. or harmful, grades are often required.
Students expect ..thern. parents often -demand them.' and teachers
are usually required to give them. Instead of debating the desira-
bility of-this common practice. let's consider ways of giving grades
that will be fair to the students, and reasonably easy foe the teach-
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Probably the most common practice of. arriving .at, a final
grade is averaging all the test scores and tither grades in the course.
However, this is often a tedious job and does not provide the op-

-portunity to "weigh", the more important scores as opposed to
minor. quizzes.

Another 'practice may be to calestlate the total cumulative evi
dence of achievement. raw scores for the course, including quizzes.
tests. term papers.. and "other evidences of _achievement, and .then
decide* the level for A's. B's. etc. This will result in.-grading' on
the curve:- if the instructor. chooses the top five per cent of the
students for A's. 22 per cent for .B's. etc. However. if absolute
score standards are selcted and announced to the class before the
course begins. all the students could conceivably get an A. if they
worked hard enough. One difficulty with this technique is that
it.inav become cumbersome. the cumulative score is kept after
each evaluation step. it will ,save adding)large;'ows of figures at .

the end of the course. and each -Student will have the opportunity:
to see how well he is progressing.

. Still another -technique might be to list the topics 'in the
course. and insist that each .student dimonstrate his command of
each topic. With this system. the student's grade would be derived
from the number of topics that he has mastered, with the-TA std-
dents ctimpleting all 'the topics. and the F students failing to com-

satisfactory number..An alternative to this procedure would *.
be to extend-the-time allowed for the slower students, so that ev-
eryone could eventually "pass" the course.

Ydu may have other methods of drading students that yott
prefer to use. That is all right. as long as the,student knows in
advance what they' are,. and thinks that the techniques are fair.. .

It is quite difficult and cumbersOmf-to prepare objective tyPe
test*. items that will measure the higher cognitive goals of learning.
The hest. way of measuring. higher cognitive goals is to. ask the
.student to_prepare a report or a term paper on some topic or re-
search project, to give him an .opportunity to think and work it`
the higher cognitive levels. Many teachers avoid such assignments
becauseoi the difficulty of grading reports, particularly- if they
are 'assigned near the end of. the school term, when there are many .
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other things to do.Students frecitiently, object to 'them. because
SO often theX are required to wrile,a lot of-nonsense'about some-

: thing i,n which they are disinterested. ailsd at ? time when, they
think they should be "studying, for exams" - that is,.crammiog
aim of facts to "parrotback-_bn the final exam.

, To ::duce the danger tthat the student will be required. to
work; on a topic in which he:, is, uninterested, 'why not lee him
thoop the topic with ioUr -Approval. within the framework of
the course? Perhsaps the topic that he selects isn't as important
one you might choosZ...-buiL its his 'preference. If he is iiiterested
in it.'he may learn tntichm* ore than he will from working with
a topic that he doesn't like. !" . .

Another problem /that you may face. is that the student isn't
able.to write an 1int.:11igible paper. If this 13 -the situation. perhaps',
it is more important fill- him tq learn tr., communicate _effectively .

that. it is for him' to lcariS _a"lOt of,.farts both yotir` subject -

. facts that he is soon' apt to forget'anYway7 One pf the weaknesses
Of our present educ.:ationl program is. that some students pass
through it without ever laming to comniimieate.,TIA lackshould.,,
be r&ne.died at. whatever level in the educatkMalsystem .it is en-
countered. Student produced materials, includi,ng art.work,,rilanual
productions: tape-slide sequences. and otherPOriginal ideas should
be encouraged:

9

To avoid theprobIein of work "piling
.
up' near the end

the term. why not schedule theterm paper or other project thrli
pr .four weeks .befOiv the end of the'term?. This would give. you
plenty of time to evaluate outcomes and assign fair grads. and.,

. still be able to return them by the last lkeek.:of..class.:_when your
comments may help the student review the .final exam.-

Some student;procratinate oii term papersorbtlierassign-.
ments. and then a "crash 'project" the night before they arc
due. This can be prevented preparing a timetable that requires
the to give' a rough outline of w.hat he'intends to produce
several weeks before' it is due: A little tater the referoces that he
expects to use, and.-be required. and still later a rough draft, or
.progrgss 'report, so that yoii n suggest additions or omissions.
I; this is done, the final oduction willimerely be.a.rewriting of



the last draft or completing the project. You will find that these
4 steps do not require much of your time, because you can "skim"

the material - - the work will not require a critical analysis until
the final roduct is completed. .

If you have trouble getting final' grades ready when they
are due..hete is a procedure that may be helpful. Before the day.
qf the final exam, compute each student's score to date. If the
evaluation, of the higher cognitive level goals has been completed
before the "final. this exam can be a quick-scoring. objective
type test designed for a separate answer sheet. If machine' scoring
is available in your school. you can have the final scores an hour
after the exam is completes. You will find that four out of every
tire of the students' grades on the final will be in the same range
as their averages. making it simple to give them a final grade.. Most

.. of the other final grades can be decided upon easily. leaving per-
haps three or foUr students in the entire class which will require
more thought and consideration. You can then concentrate on ar-
riving at a fair grade for these few., because the rest will already
be decided. It is not difficult. using this technique. to have final
grades ready to hand in only a few hours after the final exam is
is completed.

CONCLUSION

Your evaluation system is what you make it. It can be nar-
rowly conceived. to .provide each student with grade. and no-
thing more. le can include an evaluition of the learning system.
providing the basis for revision and%mprovement. Whatever the
evaluation system is designed to do, you should analyze it to find
whether or not it is doing what you expect it to do. Probably
there is no better way of improving the curriculum than to begin
with the development oftla good system of evaluaticn.,
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